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Christmas Lunch
commencing
12.00pm on Saturday 9t December 2017
at
The Royal Motor Yacht Club - Port Hacking
228-232 Woolooware Rd, Burraneer
Please call Garry on 0419462237 or email him at grbaglin@optusnet.com.au if you plan to attend or
have any questions.

Annual membership fees are due by December 31 each year. A member shall be deemed unfinancial if fees are not paid by February 1 of the following year. Click here to go directly to Renewal membership form. Renewal Form

Just as Hunts marine are great supporters of the Whittley Club NSW, ATM in Taren Point have
been Negotiating with Roger and Michael on a nation wide retail Discount. RTM are in the
Process of printing Membership Cards that will allow Members of NSW to have a 10% discount on their own products and 5% on named products unless they are on special. This will
give members a variety of choice in marine products , of road product or RV products.

AGM

AGM is always a highlight of the year and this one certainly didn’t disappoint.
A few lucky couples got out onto the beautiful Hawkesbury earlier in the week with the remainder of
the group launching Friday afternoon and catching up for a delightful evening in Castle Lagoon.
Typical slow Whittley morning saw us enjoy an easy breakfast and a chance to admire Tony’s beautiful new 2800 “Serenity Now”. Aptly named and dedicated to Frank Costanza following the chequered
path to acquire his new pride and joy.
We all made it into the marina without too much drama, although locating Bruce Lynch was a little bit
of “where’s Wally”. As always plenty of helping hands to watch the windblown under the excellent
direction of handheld Ray.
With a few more boats arriving and the “not so lucky” landlubbers joining the group, it gave Bob an
excellent opportunity to showcase his new line of personalised clothing.
““I

think I might see if he has this one in grey to match my eyes?”

Before we knew it was meeting time. Our numbers had swelled to over 30 by this stage.

Reports were presented by our illustrious Commodore, our effervescent Secretary and our creative
Treasurer.
Voting was rational, lively, ideological and spontaneous. The outcome was as fine a collection of Office Bearers any Club could hope for!!
This seemed a perfect time for President Phil to summarize the year and reflect on the highlights. Naturally you could hear a pin drop in the room!!

“Could listen to that guy all day”

“Let’s move on to better things” was suggested and the highlight of any AGM, the awards
were presented.
Kenny won “Stirrer of the Year” in a hotly contested field to the raucous agreement of the
assembly. He seemed visibly moved when presented the ceremonial paddle by the Commodore

“this is one of the great moments in my life!!”
The inaugural “The Brownie” award for the propagation of the duck went to a most deserving boat with “the Palace” beating a hotly contested field.
What a wonderful winner
and a magnificent shrine

It was terrific to have our Club founder present to be part of this ceremony and I think a little
tear was seen on his cheek to witness what had developed from his endeavours

“Make sure I don’t miss happy hour please”
Meeting over and time to party. A few members decided that preparations can’t begin too
early to line up for 2018

solar duck and dead duck

So as the year is drawing to a close, happy boating over the festive season and see you under
the mistletoe somewhere

The President’s Post
Hi all,
As 2017 draws to a close, I would like to thank all of our wonderful members who have made this year
such a memorable one for our little Club.
A big Xmas hug to the members of your committee who put so much effort in over the course of the
year to do our best to ensure that everyone is included, informed and entertained.
In the same vein, we express our gratitude to all those who volunteered to lead outings and host
events throughout 2017. I can only hope that we all support the trips in 2018 with similar zest.
Your Club has grown again this year with the addition of some new members but it also tinged with a
bit of sadness to see some long term friends move onto new adventures in their lives. I hope our paths
still cross regularly.
We still have our Whittley Xmas Party to come to finish the year and then the legendary New Year’s
Eve festivities. This year there are groups getting together for New Year’s Eve and more on three different waterways. All will be great fun no doubt, so if you are about, please come and join your fellow
boaties.
So, on behalf of your beautiful First Lady and myself, I wish you all a happy, safe and wonderful Christmas.
Phil Sparks
President

Purchase of an AED
For members who are not aware, your club is purchasing a portable AED
(defibrillator/Packer wacker) to be available on Club outings.

Update on Purchase of AED
 Unanimous vote at AGM 2016 for the club to purchase an AED unit for the use on member outings.
 Information received by Treasurer that the NSW Government Office of Sport was to announce a
grant program to assist Sporting/Incorporated grass root sport clubs purchase an AED.
 As of the 01/11/2017 and up to 20/12/2017; the Local Sport Defibrillator Grant Program is now in
place and offering funding packages to eligible organisations.
 The Whittley Club NSW Inc is in the process of applying for this grant.
 If our application for this grant is accepted we will be eligible for up to $1250.00 to go towards the
purchase of the AED.
 I am currently preparing this application on behalf of the Club and will be submitting it as soon as
possible.
 All applications for the grant will be assessed by NSW Office of Sport for eligibility.
 A decision will be made by about February 2018 and successful applicants will be notified.
Purchase of the device will then take place.
Should our application be unsuccessful, the purchase of a suitable AED will be made immediately using available club funds.
I will keep you updated with the progress of this application for the grant.
Keep your fingers crossed
Narelle Baglin

Hi Whittley Club NSW Inc. members!
Well it is that time of year again.
To those who attended the AGM you will be aware there was discussion regarding
the 2018 fees for membership.
If you were unable to attend the AGM, I am happy to advise that the fees for membership remain unchanged.
Annual membership fees are due by December 31 each year. A member shall be
deemed un-financial if fees are not paid by February 1 of the following year.
Accordingly, fees are as follows:Full membership - $100.00
Social Membership - $25.00
Membership renewal forms are available on the Club web site - https://
whittleyclubnsw.com/

Narelle Baglin
Treasurer, Whittley Club NSW Inc.
Ph 02 95401707, Mob. 0408 292468

This month I would like to discuss something that has been weighing on my
mind. This started in discussions with Gary
Baglin, when he told me that he had had a
GVM upgrade done on his Land Cruiser. There has been a lot of talk lately, regarding overloading in various four-wheeldrive, caravan and recreational vehicle magazines.
It got me thinking about my situation so off
to the weight bridge I took my car. I have a
200 series Land Cruiser, king of the road
couldn't possibly be overweight could it?
Here are the figures. My land cruiser has a
GVM of 3350 kg this is the most my fully
laden vehicle is allowed to weigh. GVM
stands for gross vehicle mass.
The weigh bridge showed that my vehicle
weighed 2,960 kg, this was with a fuel tank
three quarters full. Now my vehicle has a
couple of modifications, it has heavier side steps than standard and is fitted with a bull bar and winch. Also I have
removed the third row of seats and replaced them with a custom-made set of drawers made from lightweight aluminium.
And now if you look at these two weights you will see that the difference between what the vehicle can weigh and
what it already does weigh is 390 kg.
That is all I can put in my vehicle by way of a load. Now let's load up for a trip. Two passengers weighing around
150 kg, topping up the fuel tank with an extra 40 litres of fuel to give me a full tank would add roughly 40 kg, my
boat trailer has a down load from the tow bar onto the back of the car, this is called ball weight of 160 kg this must
be included. That only allows me a 40 kg margin. Throw in things like a car fridge or tools or personal possessions
cameras clothes etc and I could easily be driving a vehicle, that in the eyes of the law, is overloaded and I could in
the event of an accident have an insurance claim rejected.
The situation is even worse when I tow my Coromal caravan which although it is light with a GVM of only 2021 kg,
it has a ball weight of 220 kg.
At the moment the police in Victoria and Queensland are conducting an education campaign with roadside weighing and suggestions to drivers, whose vehicles are overloaded, as to how they can rectify the situation. To my
mind this raises a concern. If the police weigh your vehicle and find it overloaded my assumption is that the vehicle is in an unsafe condition to drive. If one of those inspected vehicles should have an accident say perhaps a
rollover, do the police share the responsibility for allowing that vehicle to be driven. If the police should decide that
they do share the responsibility then logically I fear the next step will be that when a vehicle is weighed roadside
and found to be overweight it will not be allowed to proceed on its journey.
I believe that if the police were to set up a Weighing station on the Pacific Highway and stop every over-weight
vehicle towing a caravan or boat, then before long they would need a carpark as big as the entire highway. I say
that because if you look at vehicles towing caravans, a Toyota Prado for instance, can only tow 2,500 kg. How
many Toyota Prado's have you seen towing 22 foot plus caravans with a boat on the roof and all the accessories?
They are obviously over their towing limit and have undoubtedly exceeded the Prado's GVM as well.
To further complicate matters there is another weight that must be considered when towing, that is the CVM. This
is the combined vehicle mass which is the sum of the towing vehicle and the towed vehicle. This is specified by the
vehicle manufacturer and can be found on your compliance plate as can your GVM and is sadly, far less than most
people imagine.
At the beginning of this article I mentioned that Gary Baglin was able to increase the GVM of his vehicle with an
upgrade. There is however, no way to upgrade the towing capacity of a vehicle at present.
In my opinion this is a very complex situation, if the letter of the law regarding weights were to be enforced it will
cripple the caravan industry as I believe more than 80% of towed and towing vehicles are currently illegal.
Thanks to Michael's help you can find a link attached to this article that will enable you to have a look at an "E"
magazine which can further clarify or complicate the situation.
http://rvdaily.com.au/rvd/issue020/#29
John Whittles

